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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory revisions --
Income inequality (Gini coefficient) was not included to the analysis, apparently income inequality was a confounder between the relationship between income and suicide rates, it is related to the exposure (income) and can be a causal factor of the outcome variable (suicide). I understand that HDI and education were not included to the regression as these two variables were highly correlated to income (0.92 and 0.87 respectively) and conceptually these two variables were more similar to income (all can be considered as SES indicators), however, the correlation between Gini and income was not that high (-0.66) and the meaning of these two contextual variables are different. I don't agree to leave Gini out of the equation. It is possible that when both are included, you won't find any correlation between income and suicide.

Data quality issue threatens the validity of the results.
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